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“Campbell’s Catch”
Kent Narrows Fly &
Light Tackle
Tournament

Friendly competition was the
name of the game on Saturday, June
1st, at The Jetty Dock Bar for the 16th
annual CCA-MD Kent Narrows Fly
& Light Tackle Tournament sponsored by Island Tackle Outfitters.
Started in 2004 as a fishing contest
among the Coastal Conservation
Association-Maryland chapters, the
event soon became an open rivalry
for bragging rights among many of
the top local anglers. Back then, a
special trophy cup dubbed the InterChapter Challenge Cup was the coveted prize. The tournament winner’s
name was engraved on a brass plate
and attached to the base of the Cup.
The previous year’s winner passed
on the Cup to the next winner and
so on. This tradition went on until
the Cup got lost.
In the early years, all an angler
needed to do to win the tournament
was to catch the longest striped bass.
At first there were two categories,
Fly and Light Tackle. Then later, the
categories were expanded to include
a Kayak Division. To recognize team
effort, the rules were tweaked again
from biggest fish to overall length of
the longest three stripers. A Ladies
and a Youth Division were added
soon after. This year there was also
a biggest white perch and biggest
other fish category. The other fish
could be any kind of fish, just not
a cow-nosed ray. Most participants
thought a catfish would take the other
fish category, but not so. No catfish
were entered. Allen Walker won a big
prize with a 16.75 inch needlefish!
Since 2017, the tournament has
been conducted through the iAngler

Tournament app. This is a popular
tournament app which enables anglers to photograph, register, and
release the fish instead of bringing
it to the weigh-in. There’s a lot to
the app, but it is not hard to learn.
The contest rules and iAngler app
functions were discussed at the
Captain’s Meeting at Island Tackle
Outfitters on the Thursday night
before the event.
It was already one o’clock when
I walked into The Jetty where CCAMD Executive Director Dave Sikorski was sitting at a table with the other
judges, outdoor writer Chris Dollar
and retired Department of Natural
Resources biologist Rudy Lukacovic. Dave had his laptop open to the
iAngler app and was entering data
while Chris and Rudy examined the
photos on a big screen monitor. By
the time I got there, 83 fish had been
received and approved. Entries came
in fast during the final hour. In total,
125 fish were entered among the 159
anglers, the most entrants ever.
It was 1:59 pm when Morgan
Kupfer’s 24 inch striper, caught on
a fly rod was received and approved.
He ended up winning the largest fish
in the Fly category. Morgan owes
special thanks to his friend and fellow angler Mike Dunlap for entering
the catch inside the time allowed. At
the party following the tournament I
joked with Mike and Morgan about
who was really to be credited for the
win. Was it Morgan who caught the
fish, or Mike who entered the catch
for Morgan? The two friends laughed
and patted each other on the back
while celebrating their victory. It

wasn’t their first time in the winner’s
circle and surely won’t be their last.
Sean Fitzpatrick won second and Ed
Liccione took third place.
“Chesapeake” Charlie Foxwell
won first place in the Youth Division
with a big 28 1/4 inch striped bass.
His brother Thomas took second
place with a 25 1/2 incher. Nick
Long eked out third place with a 25
inch fish. Alicia Moreira won the
Ladies Division with a 19 3/4 inch
striper and Sherry Miles won the big
white perch category with a fat 11
3/4 inch perch.
Chuck Chambers took first place
in the Kayak Division with a 25 1/2
inch striper while Troy Franz earned
second with a 25 incher. Mike Brupbacher caught a 23 1/4 inch striper
from his kayak for third place.
The longest striper caught in the
tournament was a 34 3/4 incher
hooked by Jason Levy. Jason proudly
told the crowd he caught the big
fish at 6:03 am off of one of the bay
bridge pilings using a BKD lure.
Travis Long took second with a 33
1/2 incher and third went to Rich
Jenkins who had a 33 1/ 4 inch fish.

And for the fourth time in seven
years, the Chesapeake Light Tackle
team led by Shawn Kimbro on his
boat Thunder Road took home first
place with a total length of 95 1/2
inches. Shawn credited his crew,
Jamie Clough, Rich Jenkins, and Phil
Kerchner and for the victory. Team
CLT beat their closest rival by just
one inch! Team False Bottom led
by Dan Kilroy with crew members
Adam Smith, and Jeremy and Josh
Kaltreider had a combined total
length of 94 1/2 inches! The False
Bottom crew will be losing sleep for
weeks over that one inch! Team CLT
better watch out next year!
Every angler got a tournament
shirt included with their entry fee.
Various prizes included fishing rods,
coolers, tackle boxes, and trophies.
Lots of giveaways were to be had at
the party including BKD lures, CCA
fish magnets, decals and souvenir
cups. The meal included BBQ pork,
burgers, hot dogs, and salads. Drinks
included beer, soda and water. Come
join the fun next year. It is expected
to be bigger than ever.

First place winners at the tournament.
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The meaning of life is described by God as a constant process of bringing
us back to Him. Exodus 19:4 explains this process. All that happens in
the life of the Christian, both positive and negative, is our God bringing
us back to Him. The methods that God uses for this purpose are found in
Deuteronomy 32:12. The Bible says as an eagle…so the Lord.
As the eagle builds so the Lord builds our lives. We are one complex construction site constantly being fashioned by our longsuffering God who
builds us as an eagle builds her nest.
Not only does the eagle build, but it also breaks. One day she removes the
soft fur from the nest trying to break her young from always wanting to
stay in the nest and never growing. In the same way, we are broken and
molded by the trials of life, all to draw closer to Him. This is how we grow
and become mature Christians.
An eagle also broods, and our God broods over us in His way. And eagle
bears. When the young become of age, they are cast out of the nest to
experience flight. At first they flutter and, unable to fly they begin a rapid
descent. Just before they crash the mother eagle bears them up on her
wing. This process is repeated over and over until flying is mastered. And
so our God bears us up, over and over again until our flight is mastered
through our trials.
God will forever be bringing us to Him. May we trust His awesome plan.
MEL BRINDLEY Pastor
Chestertown, Md., Baptist Church
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This lucky customer aboard the Kingfish II with Captain Harry at
the helm boated this nice Red Drum last month.

Hambone with his Black bear from New Brunswick, Canada last
month. Photo courtesy of Wink’s Sporting Goods

Ready for a
REAL WORKING
TRACTOR?
Whether you’re a residential customer or a seasoned professional,
you'll be impressed by how the GC1700 Series stacks up to its
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it’s got — and then some.
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“Tackle Box Tim”
Local Angler in
College Championship

Across the country, bass fishing is
a huge sport. On any giving weekend
you can find a tournament or two on
lakes and rivers. Tournament fishing
has grown over the decades. It’s not
just a sport for grown men. Grass
roots start with junior level anglers
in the FLW and BASS ranks. There
are actually high school and college
level tournament trails. The youth
movement in bass fishing is very
strong. Many youngsters strive to
fish professionally and compete at
the highest levels.
A young man who exemplifies
youth bass angling is Middle River’s
own John Duarte. His interest in
catching bass started at an early age.
He progressed through BASS Casting
Kids Competitions, having competed
in the national championship in 2009.
He won the BASS Junior National
Championship held in conjunction
with the casting contest. In 2010, he
finished second in the FLW Junior
National Championship. He fished
Maryland’s tidal waters – the upper
Chesapeake Bay, Potomac River, and
eastern shore rivers -- in the Maryland
BASS Nation and FLW Maryland TBF
events to hone his skills through his
teen years.
After graduating high school, Duarte headed south to attend Coastal
Carolina University. He immediately
joined the school’s fishing club. Last
year, John – then a senior – and his
partner Taylor Jones qualified for the
FLW College National Championship
by finishing in the top 15 in a tournament held on Lake Seminole. The
national championship was held from
June 4 to 6 this year on the Potomac
River. The members of the winning
team each earned a spot in the Forrest
Wood Cup this coming August. Even

though John has since graduated, he
was still eligible to participate because
of his accomplishment as a collegian.
Naturally John was stoked with excitement. He knew the championship
tournament was going to be held on
the Potomac River. He did, however,
encounter a possible dilemma. In
October 2018 he competed in the BFL
Regional tournament on the upper bay.
The top 6 from that event qualified for
the BFL All American held just a few
days before the college championship.
FLW rules would have prohibited him
from fishing both events. He finished
39th in the regional tournament, so
his conundrum disappeared. He could
concentrate on the college event.
Duarte feels that he did have a bit
of an edge being that he has a history
on the river. He scouted the Potomac
before the “no contact” cut off to find
the historic grass beds on the main
river. Vegetation in deeper water often
holds better bass. He was dismayed
that the vegetation hadn’t flourished
like in previous years. John said it’s
the least amount of grass he’s seen in
his young but experienced years on
the river. During official practice, he
noticed growth, but not expansion of
existing beds.
John’s experience told he to stay
with his plan of targeting the deepwater grass. Bass move out to the
main river after they complete the
spawning cycles. He and Taylor ran
to several spots in the river, and also
found themselves in some of the creeks
fishing hard cover. They cast swim jigs
and chatter baits over the vegetation
and through the hard cover, mixing in
a brush hog creature bait on occasion.
They found numbers of bass – an a few
quality ones – in the grass. Their day
took a downturn, losing two 3-pound-

ers and a 4-pounder at the boat. At the
He also plans on fishing one level
end of Day 1, the duo had a 10-pound,
up in the FLW Costa Series event
11-ounce limit and were mired down
on the Potomac this coming August.
on the leader board.
Congratulations to John Duarte and
On Day 2, John and Taylor knew
Taylor Jones for their college bass
they had a lot of ground to make
fishing accomplishments and wish
up. Running around would take up
them continued success in the sport.
valuable time. They spent the day in
Chicamuxen Creek grass beds.
Again, they cast the trusty chatter baits and swim jigs. Like Day
1, they caught numbers of bass,
but the quality was not there.
They came back to the weigh-in
with a 13-pound, 2-ounce limit
anchored by a 5-pounder. John
and Taylor’s tournament was
over. They finished in 53rd place.
The top 10 teams would go on to
fish the final two days, with the
eventual winners being Adam
Puckett and Blake Albertson of
Murray State University.
A mid-pack finish should not
be thought of as a disappointment. John and Taylor were competing against the best anglers
at their level and ever-changing
bass fishery. To begin with,
qualifying for the tournament is
an accomplishment in itself. John
realized that winning just wasn’t
meant to be. Losing the bigger
bass on Day 1 made it truly an
uphill battle.
Both John and Taylor will
continue in the sport of competitive bass fishing. Taylor plans to
fish in local tournaments in South
Carolina. John has made a home Lou Wayson with a Jumbo white
in Conway, South Carolina and is
competing in the South Carolina perch caught on Beetle Spin casting
Division of BFL. At the time the shoreline in Miles River.
of writing, he was currently
leading the division in points.

GUN SHACK / CROSSWINDS
FULL PRO SHOP SALES AND SERVICE

Arrows by Beman, Easton, and Carbon Express • Crossbows & Accessories

Bows & Accessories from:
Full line of Traditional
Archery Equipment.
A Turn of The Century Store:
101 S. Main St. - Mt. Airy, MD 21771
301-829-0122 • www.gunshackinc.com

Chapel Cove Marina
Now Selling Bait and Tackle
from the same fine folks at

Taylor’s Island Family Campground

All YOUR Tackle Needs!
Same Low Prices and Same Quality!

Located Next To
Island Grill

John Duarte (left) and Taylor Jones show some of their bass from
the FLW College National Championship.
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“Tuna The Tide”
Understanding The
EEZ as it Pertains to
Block Island

By Captain Mark Galasso
I’ve been trying to wrap my head
around why anyone would consider
opening up the EEZ (Exclusive
Economic Zone, Federal Waters)
to Striped Bass fishing
when everyone within the
Striped Bass’s range from
Maine to North Carolina
are being asked to take
a 17% cut in harvest for
the 2020 season. Unfortunately battle lines are
being drawn as states and
districts are vying for their
fair share of what is left
of the resource.
As Marylander’s we
see only part of the picture. It’s true, 75% off all
the Striped Bass are born
in our back yard and like
a proud parent we get to
see them grow up to a
certain point. But as they become
coastal migrants in their later years
they only visit us for a short time in
the Spring to spawn.
They also spend a couple of
months in the winter out in the EEZ
off the coasts of DELMARVA and
North Carolina. From late May until
October they spend their summers
in the cooler waters North of Long
Island on up the Coast to Maine, with
much of their summer spent in the
waters off Massachusetts. During
their Fall and Spring migrations up
and down the coast they move in and
out of the EEZ based on availability
of forage, mostly Menhaden.
To understand the issue with
Block Island you need to understand
the features off our coast. Heading
north out of Chesapeake Bay and
Delaware Bay the fish travel the
New Jersey Coast, roughly 100 miles
of straight coastline with a number
of small shallow bays, inlets and
rivers. When they hit Sandy hook
New Jersey they mingle with the fish
coming out of the Hudson River into
Raritan Bay. As they head farther
northeast they can go through Long
Island Sound or stay on the seaside
of Long Island for another 100 miles.
The North end of Long Island
is Montauk, home to a large fishing fleet. If you’ve ever been there
July 2019

the fishing can be phenomenal for
all kinds of species. If you visualize the underwater topography
from Montauk toward Point Judith
Rhode Island it is a shallow bar that
stretches northeast for about thirty
miles. The most Northeastern part
of that Bar is Block Island, Rhode

Island, maybe 5 square miles in size.
Because of the underwater makeup
and shallow spots on the bottom
many miles of rips and wild currents
are created making this area great
fishing for many species including
Striped Bass. And on up the coast
we go.
So herein lies the problem. The
waters within a 3 mile ring around
Block Island are not in the EEZ
but are under the jurisdiction of the
State of Rhode Island and fishing for
Striped Bass is allowed within these
waters. However, since 1990 it has
been a federal violation of law to
possess Striped Bass while in Federal waters. A number of years ago
NOAA saw this as an issue and created the Block Island Transit Zone.
It allowed boats fishing within
the Rhode Island waters off Block
Island to transport Striped Bass
back to their home ports in New
York and Rhode Island. This transit
zone constitutes approximately 150
square miles of ocean from Montauk
to the northeast end of Block Island
then north to Point Judith, Rhode
Island and contains most of the rips
and ledges in the area that Striped
Bass tend to congregate and feed.
For reference Montauk is 24 mile
southwest of Block Island and Point
Judith is around 10 miles north of
Block Island.

Congressman Lee Zeldin R, NY,
1st district recently proposed opening up this transit zone to fishing for
Striped Bass. This isn’t a new thing.
Congressman Zeldin’s predecessor
also proposed this move. New York’s
first district is the North end of Long
Island. So it shouldn’t be any surprise that with suggestions from his
constituents he made this proposal. It
would open up 150 square miles of
prime fishing grounds for the fleets
of charter boats within his district
to access. I get it.
What I don’t get is how the charter
boat fleets in New York are going to
give up 17% of their quota and open

up the Block Island Transit zone.
How can you catch more where your
being asked to catch less? It’s like
telling Charter boats from Virginia
Beach that they can harvest all those
fish 8 miles off their coast in the
winter but they can’t fish all summer.
And don’t you think they wouldn’t
love to catch a few big Striped Bass
on their way out to deep drop or tuna
fish in the winter. Lord knows they
see them under birds every day while
traversing through the EEZ. Catching them would almost be too easy.
If they opened up the EEZ off the
DELMARVA Coast to Striped Bass
fishing thousands of boats would
reconfigure their seasons to target
the fish we need to protect the most.
I understand where the thought
about opening up the Block Island
Transit Zone is coming from. But
I think the time has come where
we all need to start thinking about
the resource and not the dollars
and cents. In the Chesapeake Bay
everyone who makes a living by
harvesting Striped Bass and everyone who derives pleasure out of just
catching them is going to have to
adjust and be smart about conservation. Our counterparts up and down
the Coast are going to have to do the
same thing.

Over the past 40 years Captain Mark Galasso has been fishing and cruising
the waters of the Chesapeake Bay and the coastal waters off the Delmarva
Peninsula in search of striped bass (rock fish), bluefish, flounder and the
many other species that frequent our waters. Whether your style is light tackle, fly, jigging or live lining or the more traditional trolling and chumming
we have the experience to put you on the fish. Crabbing is also available for
your enjoyment. Trot-lining the traditional Eastern Shore way is a great way
to catch your dinner. Sightseeing, cruising and nature tours are also available with flexible hours to fit your needs. Visit us at one of our ports of call
at Kent Island, the Susquehanna flats or the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel
(CBBT) and everywhere in between.

For additional information Contact:

Captain Mark Galasso
404 Greenwood Creek Lane
Grasonville, Maryland 21638

Home/Office: 410-827-5635, Cell: 410-310-1200
capmarco@atlanticbb.net - www.exploredelmarva.com
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Spring Hunters Harvest
4,002 Wild Turkeys
Maryland hunters reported harvesting 4,002 wild turkeys during the 2019
regular spring and junior hunt turkey seasons, the Maryland Department of Natural Resources announced today. This year’s harvest was the second-highest on
record, and reflects a 4% increase compared to the 2018 harvest of 3,861 birds.
“A combination of abundant wild turkeys throughout most of the state and
good weather during the season contributed to the increase in harvest,” Wildlife
and Heritage Service Director Paul Peditto said.
Garrett County reported the highest harvest numbers this year with 429 turkeys, followed by Washington County with 414. Rounding out the top five were
Charles County with 348, Frederick County with 304, and Allegany County
with 278. Baltimore, Cecil, Charles, and Prince George’s counties each reported
record harvests for their locations.
Hunters in 10 counties were able to hunt on Sundays again this year, leading
to a harvest of 314 turkeys.
Youth hunters kicked off the spring turkey season statewide on April 13 with
the Junior Turkey Hunt, with additional junior hunting on April 14 in select
counties. In total, junior hunters harvested 232 wild turkeys.
As any hunter will tell you wild turkeys are delicious. Unfortunately for
game managers, we’re not the only species that believes that, though. At some
stage of their lives wild turkeys are on the menu of a wide range of predators,
from newly-hatched chicks that are eaten by ants and crows to adult birds that
are targeted by bears and mountain lions. But which predatory species are responsible for the most losses.
That’s a tricky question simply because the answer likely varies by region,
but research is shedding some new light on turkey predation. Mary Jo Casalena,
wild turkey biologist for the Pennsylvania Game Commission, recently shared
the findings of her five-and-a-half year telemetry study on wild turkey hens.
Over that period of time 41 hens were killed by predators, and while many may
assume that coyotes were responsible for most hen deaths bobcats actually
killed more hen turkeys than coyotes. Over the course of Casalena’s research
project bobcats killed seven hens, earning them the title of the most prolific
turkey predator in the region. Foxes, owls and hawks all accounted for three hen
deaths, although three hens were killed by “unknown avian predators” which
leads one to believe that hawks and owls are actually among the chief predators
of turkeys, a fact which might surprise some people. Coyotes were responsible
for two hen deaths, and a black bear killed one nesting hen during the study.

Antonio Ribaya with his stringer of Catfish from the Chester
River.

Check out E-line Store www.theshoresportsman.com

Guns
Ammunition
Archery
Tackle
Bait
Gun Repairs
Sports Gear
Sporting Licenses

Shore Sportsman is conveniently located on
Route 50/Ocean Gateway in Easton, Maryland.
Shore Sportsman has been proudly serving
hunters and anglers on the Mid-Shore for more
than 25 years. Shore Sportsman offers hunting and fishing licenses, guns, scopes, hunting
clothes and boots, repair services, bows, fishing
equipment, live bait, and much, much more.
The expert employees at Shore Sportsman bring
a wealth of knowledge to their customers.
All of the employees have at least five years of experience each.
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Captain Brian Councell, far left and his mate Drew standing next to him have been on
some nice Stripers.

Todd Spodienok with his first Snakehead.

OUTPOST 544

Rt. #544 & 290 Crossroads
Crumton, MD 21628
410-778-4200
One Stop Store for all Your Daily
Needs!

Open Early
Every Morning!

Very Fresh
Hot
Morning Coffee!
Hot & Cold Foods
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Groceries & Cigarettes
Gasoline, Diesel & Kerosene
Bill Payment, Check Cashing
Dump Tickets,
QA Co. Ramp Stickers
Race Trax, Lottery,
Keno, ATM,
Fishing Bait, Air Pumps
Prepaid Cell Phone Cards
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Chronic Wasting Disease Detected
in 25 Deer in Western Maryland
More than 10,000 deer tested in
Maryland since 1999 –
only 52 returned as positive

Tucker Eason, Brandon Stacey, & Rick Stacey with some nice
Stripers. It’s a family Tradition - (Grandson, Grandson, & Grandfather)
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The Maryland Department of Natural Resources reported today that 25 whitetailed deer sampled in Allegany and Washington counties during 2018 tested
positive for chronic wasting disease, a neurological disease found in deer and elk.
Twenty-two of the positive samples came from within the existing Chronic
Wasting Disease Management Area while three samples came from Washington
County Harvest Management Unit 251 adjacent to the current disease area.
The department has tested deer for chronic wasting disease since 1999, and
more than 10,000 deer have been tested to date. A total of 561 samples were
collected during 2018.
Chronic wasting disease was first confirmed in Maryland in February 2011.
The Maryland cases appear to be from an outbreak in 2005 in adjacent West
Virginia private lands. Since then, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West
Virginia have all documented chronic wasting disease in the region. The latest
findings bring the number of positive cases in Maryland to 52.
“Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, chronic wasting disease has continued
to spread regionally and nationally,” Wildlife and Heritage Service Director
Paul Peditto said. “Fortunately the disease has remained confined to deer and
to a localized area in Maryland. The department will continue to use the best
science available to minimize the impact on our deer population and the people
who enjoy this valuable resource.”
Continued research confirms that this disease cannot be naturally transmitted to humans, so hunters and others who enjoy venison should continue to
eat deer meat and to pursue their popular outdoor pastime. As a general safety
precaution, it is recommended that people avoid consuming the meat of sick
or infected animals as well as the brain, lymph nodes, or spinal column of any
deer — all of which are normally removed during the butchering process.
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First Cecil County groundhog for Summer 2019 - Taken at 163
yards with a Browning ABolt rifle in 6.5 Creedmore caliber by
Roger Everett. Photo by Andrea Fisher

Arundel Firearms & Pawn
Mike Maness of New Market Md. with his 22 lb Tom 10” beard,
1” Spurs.
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Now Booking
2019
BookSeason!
Now for Fall!
We Follow the FISH!
Captain
Brian Councell
www.councellcharters.com
brian@councellcharters.com
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Saeed Satterwhite caught a total of 5 Largemouth Bass with this
being the biggest one.

Andrew Kern and son Timmy with a nice Catfish.

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!!

Arundel Firearms and Pawn
It's time after 35 years. - Retiring soon.
And the WIFE says
everything must go!!
No reasonable offers refused.

Including the business!

Guns, ammo of all kinds, and plenty of stuff you haven't seen.
7427 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd
Glen Burnie, Maryland- 410-761-6381

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!!
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Matt Hargrove and his crew with a beautiful Golden Tilefish caught last month out of Ocean City, MD.

Captain Harry aboard the Kingfish II have had a great time on their
Southern Adventure catching Cobia.
July 2019
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Kevin Kreutzer with a Black Drum he caught last
month out of Rock Hall, MD.

Blackened Snakehead

Marvin Moses with his 17 pound Snakehead.

Lona Sue Todd
Realtor
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175 Admiral
Cochrane Dr.
Suite 111
Annapolis, MD 21401
Email:
Lstodd11@
outlook.com
Website
www.taylorproperties.com
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Ingredients
4 Snakehead Fillets
3 Tablespoons Paprika
1 Tablespoon Onion Powder
1 Pinch Garlic Powder
1 Teaspoon White Pepper
1 Teaspoon Ground Black Pepper
1 Teaspoon Cayenne Pepper
1 Teaspoon Oregano
1 Teaspoon Thyme
1/2 Teaspoon Celery Seed
1 Tablespoon Kosher Salt
1 Lemon
1 Tablespoon Vegetable Oil
Instructions
Mix dry ingredients in a bowl until
sufficiently blended.
Heat your cast iron skillet on the
highest heat.
Coat fillets with vegetable oil(can
be substituted for olive oil or melted butter) then cover them with the
blended dry ingredients.
Carefully place your fillets into the
now-hot cast iron pan and cook for
45 seconds on each side.
Serve hot and enjoy!
July 2019

Natural Resources Police
seize more than 200 striped
bass at Fishing Creek Bridge
by Matt Kubisiak - WMDT News The Maryland Department of Natural Resources says that Natural Resources
Police recovered 213 illegally harvested striped bass and charged 24 people
during surveillance at locations in Dorchester and Talbot Counties between
April 15th and 17th.
Natural Resources Police continue to surveil and enforce fishing regulations
in the area of the Fishing Creek Bridge on Hoopers Island Road, a hotspot of
reported poaching activity.
Police say on Saturday night before midnight, officers found 26 striped bass
in a vehicle occupied by five Silver Spring residents. Raul Antonio Bueco Berganza, 28, Esvin Leonel Najera Bueco, 22, Hector Samuel Martenez Carpio,
37, Edinson Leonel Bueco Luch, 22, and Ferdy Misael Bueco Luch, 24, were
all cited with several illegal fishing charges.
Later on after midnight, police reportedly found 83 striped bass in a single
vehicle. The following men were charged with possessing undersized striped
bass, possessing striped bass in a prohibited area, possessing fish over the limit
and possessing striped bass outside of the legal time: Luis Galeano Baquedano,
18, of Silver Spring; Julio Mauricio Baquedano Moran, 22, of Greensboro, N.C.;
Samuel Nolasco Pacheco, 33, of Lanham and Javier Reyes, 33, of Mount Ranier.
Police say another vehicle was stopped shortly after containing 12 striped
bass. Hermilo Sanchez Bentra, 24, and Natividad Interiano Gladamez, 44, both
of Gaithersburg, and 21-year-old Germantown resident Ivan Alexis Interiano
Gladamez all face three violations each, officials said.
In the early morning hours of Monday, officers say they stopped a vehicle
leaving the area where inside they found a cooler full of striped bass. According
to officials, an officer told the driver to pull off to a different location off of the
roadway so a citation could be safely written. As the vehicle was driving to a
safer pull-off, officials say the officer witnessed a passenger throwing striped
bass out of the vehicle's passenger-side window. Angie Campos Avila, 31, of
Alexandria, Va., and Manuel Barahona Cruz, 33, of Temple Hills, were charged
with possessing undersized striped bass, possessing striped bass in a prohibited
area and possessing fish over the limit.
Officers stopped another vehicle shortly after, officials said, with two occupants receiving illegal fishing citations: Moises DeJesus Majano Canales, 36,
and Maria Yohana Barahona Cruz, 34, both of Oxon Hill.
Police also reportedly found 62 striped bass in possession between five Temple
Hills residents leaving the bridge at this same time. Daniel Escobar Alvarado,
33, John Bradak Medrano Canales, 27, Genesis Ivania Cuellar, 22, Ana Cuellar
Jimenez, 42, and Jose Roberto Medrano, 20, all received multiple citations.
Officials say all of the people listed thus far are scheduled to appear in
Dorchester County District Court on July 19th where they could face fines of
up to $1,500 for each charge if found guilty.
Police additionally charged two Washington, D.C. men whose recreational
fishing licenses had been suspended for illegally fishing: Edgar Fuentes DeMata
and Lenin Gonzalez Fuentes. They are scheduled to appear in Dorchester County
District Court on June 28th and could each be fined $1,000 if found guilty.
In the early morning hours of the 15th at the Bill Burton Fishing Pier in Talbot
County, officials say police charged one Hyattsville man with possessing six
undersized striped bass, catching striped bass in a designated spawning river
and possessing striped bass outside of legal hours. Fernando Geov Vasquez
Bautista, 38, is scheduled to appear June 19th in Talbot County District Court
where he could potentially be fined $1,500 for each charge.

Angelina is at it again! This time jigging up keepers of Stripers on
structure at the Kent Narrows Bridge.

Terrain fishing team aboard the Miss Ginny II.

Boat Repairs for
over 72 Years!
Since 1945
Dealer for Kohler,
Onan & Westbeke
Generators

Sam Weaver
President of Back River
Restoration Committee

Small & Large
Fiberglass Repair

weaversmarine.net • 410.686.4944
730 Riverside Drive, Baltimore, Maryland
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Wink’s Sporting Goods

410-621-0400 - Princess Anne, MD - gwink222@aol.com
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Spanning the globe

MOREHEAD CITY, N.C. (WITN) On the final day of the Big
Rock Blue Marlin Tournament, five blues have been boated,
including the biggest catch in tournament history.
Top Dog, who sat in 10th place prior to arriving at the Big

THERESA JEAN after a 5 hour fight brought in a 582.1 pound
Blue Marlin last month.

Rock dock on last month, set a new tournament record with a
914 pound catch-- the largest in the 61-year competition.
Earlier in the day, the first boat to make it back to Big Rock
Landing was Triple S which brought in a marlin weighing
429.3 pounds. Double B followed will a blue marlin weighing
497.6 pounds.
Theresa Jean arrived to the Big Rock dock around 8 p.m.
with their catch coming in at a weight of 582.1 pounds. At the
time, the catch put them in second place just behind Wolverine.
Wrapping up this year’s tournament was Wall Hanger who
boated a marlin at 6:46 p.m. after fighting since 10 a.m. Saturday morning. Wall Hanger weighed in just after 10:30 p.m.
and took the 5th place spot at 569.5 pounds, knocking out
Sweetums.
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“Montana Grant”

By Grant Soukup

Marinates are flavorful choices and
tenderize the meat. The simpler the
better. Sauces are best used toward the
end of the cooking cycle. Rubs also
add flavor and help breakdown connective tissues. My basic all-purpose
marinate is 1 cup of olive oil to one
cup of cheapo red wine. Sprinkle in
some Montreal Steak Seasoning and
let the meat soak for a few hours or
overnight. When I begin slow cooking the meat, I re-soak the meat once
or twice.
Chicken and pork are the most

HALL OF FLAME !!!
Grilled food is great! We all love
that special smoked, grilled, charred,
flamed specialty that comes off our
favorite grill. Whether using charcoal,
propane, pellets, or an open fire, everything tastes better when flamed!
Humans are descendants of Cave
people that cooked meat over flames.
Wild game and fish are also amazing
over the flames! Oh, and OLD BAY
is an amazing grill spice!
For some Grillers it is an art form,
while for others it is has become much
more. Grilling your harvested fish and
game are a great way to spark a different kind of cooking and is a wonderful
excuse to celebrate the outdoors. You
need to understand the simple fundamentals of gilling over flames.
Backyard debates will always exist
about what flame is best. Charcoal can
only be briquets or chunks, or a certain
species or
brand. Propane is fast
and with a
smoker box
can create more
flavor. A
Smoker is
slow but so
good. Pellets offer a
steady heat,
smoke and
flavor. We
tend to be
a member
of a Weber,
Traeger, or some other grill brand team.
Always ask before touching another
person’s grill.
Hibachis were the rage back in the
day. These smaller table top charcoal
grills could travel and cook basics well.
Hot dogs and burgers were a perfect
fit. Asian grills like the EGG, and other
more modern variations offer unique
cooking applications. They are still a
fun way to cook in front of you on a
table outside.
Grilling means cooking food over
direct heat for a short time. For a quick
burger or hot dog, most grills can flame
on and cook quickly. Intense flames
will sear the meat and seal in the juices.
The outer meat surface will caramelize
and add a sweet flavor to the grilled
beast. This direct cooking method is
best for thinner cuts and for meals
under 30 minutes. Your drip pans,
flame bars, and grill surfaces will also
corrode and dissolve quickly. The fatty
drippings eat away at them like acid.
Barbecuing is a slow cooking
method done over a low, slow smoky
July 2019

fire for a longer period. The lower heat
cooks meat more slowly and evenly.
When cooking larger roasts, whole
chickens, turkeys, thick steaks, and
other thicker items, slow is the way
to go. Brisket and ribs turn out amazing when smoked and barbecued. The
longer cooking time breaks down the
connective tissues and tenderizes the
meat. This indirect cooking allows the
meat to be away from the flames and
allows cooking from all sides. There is
no need to turn the food. Slow cooking
allows for more flavor, less work, and
no burning.
Clean your grill! When I go to a
cookout, the first thing I check out
is the cleanliness of the grill. If it is
nasty, I show the cook how to clean
it properly. If they do not appreciate
the advice, I eat chips and pretzels. A
filthy grill has the flavors or everything

dangerous cuts to deal with. Wild
game and fish also need to be hot
enough to kill any harmful bacteria.
Using a thermometer is very helpful
as are marinates. Again, keep your
grill clean.
Plan the whole meal to come off
the grill at the same time. Painting the
whole picture will make you a grill artist. Some grills have a warming station
below the grill or elevated shelves to

manage heat. This is tough on windy
or rainy days. The grill needs to be
sheltered or more protected. Having a
light will also help you see when your
meal is ready. Avoid opening the grill
too often. Less is more when grilling
and smoking. Heated serving platters is
also helpful. Think presentation when
serving the meal. A sprig of parsley
or herbs, some sauce decoratively
spread using a squirt bottle, or a bed
of greens will take your meal from a
B+ to an A+!
As a Veteran Boy Scout and allaround backyard
griller, I have to
say that the Traeger Smoker Grill is
amazing. I have yet
to burn, ruin, or destroy anything that
I have tried. Recipes are available
online. This pellet
fed stove allows a
precise and steady
heat. Never a flame
up! Pellets come in
a variety of woods
and are cheaper to use than propane
or charcoal.
Check out a couple of my favorite
recipes that I have been tweaking for
several sessions. Make these recipes
your own and Join the Hall of Flame!
Kill it, grill it, and love it!
Montana Grant
For more Montana Grant, find him
cooking at www.montanagrantfishing.
com.

that was cooked, burned, and left on
it. At the very least, crank up the heat
and burn off any residue. A wire or
wooden scraper helps. Remember to
also clean them. Foil will also add
some clean coverage.
Campfire rings and park grills are
risky to use. Who hasn’t seen drunken
campers or picnickers pee on the fire?
Just saying. Bring some cleaning gear
if you plan to use public facilities.
Crank up the heat before you cook to
sterilize the cooties.
Heat your meat! Know the temperature of your thick cuts. A thermometer
will not lie. Who wants to feed guests
undercooked poultry and pork? Less
heat for a longer time is better than
more heat for a shorter time. Squirting
lighter fluid onto the meat is insane.
Not only is it a fire hazard, it will
sicken the guests. Keep the drunks off
the grill. Manage your fire and keep
an eye on your food. Self-lighting
charcoal also contains smelly starters
that will add a chemical flavor to the
meal. Too much paper will add burn
debris onto the meal.
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Coastal Report
By Capt. Mark
Sampson

Whether they fish from a boat or from the shore,
sooner or later, almost anyone who fishes much
is going to find themselves out with a friend or a
relative who knows virtually nothing about fishing,
and it’s going to be up to them to do their best to
not only make the outing both enjoyable and successful for the beginning angler, but also end the
day with some working tackle a little bit of sanity.
If you’re not set up and ready for them - novice
anglers can be challenging to fish with!
Charter captains and fishing guides know that
every day they will likely have someone aboard
who knows nothing-from-nothing about fishing.
Some will have never set foot on a boat before, let
alone held a rod in their hands that was attached to
a fish. Rather than complaining about inexperienced
clients, it’s the mark of a good captain or guide to
work through the challenges of novice fishermen
and help them to catch fish and enjoy their day, but
being prepared to do so requires an understanding
of the common mistakes they make and weaknesses
they often posses.
Not all anglers can easily make us of all tackle
under all conditions. For instance, spinning reels
are great for beginning casters because they don’t
backlash like conventional reels will, but they’re not
so great for beginner bottom fishermen or fighting
big fish that pull a lot of drag because inexperienced
anglers have a habit of cranking when the fish is
pulling drag which can twist the line up so bad
that the reel become unusable. Conventional reels
are great for bottom fishing because it discourages
novice anglers form casting (which shouldn’t be
done while bottom fishing) and for fighting drag
pulling size fish because if they crank while line
is going out it won’t twist up the line. The biggest
problem with conventional reels in the hands of a
beginner is that the reels will backlash if the line
is not properly thumbed when it’s being dropped
to the bottom, or if (God forbid) an angler tries to
cast one.
Using heavy tackle can be a problem for many
anglers of all skill levels because of the physical
challenge on anyone who does not have adequate
strength and stamina. If heavy tackle must be
used the impact can be lessened on the angler by
lightening up the drag, going after the fish with
the boat (maneuvering the boat, chasing down the
fish). Using accessory equipment such as fighting
belts and chairs, harnesses, and belts, can make
heavy tackle more doable for some anglers. Using
light tackle lessens the physical strain on anglers
but requires more knowledge and application of
proper fighting techniques to successfully land

decent size fish.
If you know going in that your anglers are not
necessarily going to be aware of all the “do’s and
don’ts” of handling and using your tackle you can set
it up to minimize potential problems. For instance;
novice anglers have a habit of not knowing when
to stop cranking the reel - even after they have the
fish all the way in. You’d think that some of them
want to turn a flounder into an eel by cranking it
right through the rod guides! Problems arise when
anglers crank the swivel into the rod tip and it gets
jammed. Not only can it be pain in the butt to get
unstuck, but if the fish decides to make another
run it’s liable to pop the leader or pull the hook.
Slamming the swivel into the end of the rod can
also crack a ceramic tip or scratch a metal one.
Simple change-ups in terminal tackle can minimize the chances of lost fish or broken tips from
anglers who don’t know when to quit cranking.
One-way is to eliminate the swivel altogether as
a lot of offshore anglers have already done with
the use of wind-on leaders. The same can be done
with lighter inshore tackle by simply tying a loop
at the end of the line and a loop at the end of the
leader and then doing a loop-to-loop connection
instead of worrying about employing the use of a
snap swivel. In situations where a snap swivel must
be used, anglers can prevent it from being jammed
into the rod tip by slipping a small plastic bead on
the line before tying on the swivel. The bead will
provide a cushion that prevents the swivel from
directly contacting rod tip
It’s pretty much a reflex action for experienced
fishermen to put a rod in a rod
holder if they are not physically
holding on to it. It’s not something
we have to stop and think about, it’s
just something we naturally do to
keep rods from being damaged or
lost overboard. Not so with novice
anglers who will often lay a rod
down wherever they happen to be
standing at the time. Rods will end
up on the deck where they can be
stepped on, across coolers, seats,
and consoles where they can be sat
on be in the way, and very often
just leaned up against a gunwale
or railing with the line in the water
so that if the unattended rod gets
a bite it will go overboard - I’ve
seen that happen a couple times!
Inexperienced anglers should
be notified what to do with tackle
when they put it down. Proper rod
storage is much easier if there are
enough holders on the boat for
every rod, but not every boat can
be so equipped. However, even on
boats with no rod holders at all,
there should be a place designated
for putting tackle when it’s not being used so there are not rods just

lying around everywhere when not being used.
Novice anglers also have a bad habit of relaxing
their grip on a rod or even laying it down when
they bring a fish up to the boat for the first time.
This might not be a problem with small fish, but
if the fish is sizable enough that it musters up the
strength to make another dash for freedom it might
just do so and take the rod with it! Anglers should
be instructed to hold onto the rod and keep it at the
ready in case the fish makes another run before it
can be properly boated or released.
Most beginning anglers are only used to just
“cranking in” small fish so they’ll almost always
need some kind of guidance when they actually have
to “fight” a fish. The proper technique for fighting
a fish usually involves repetitively raising the rod
vertically and then cranking it down. Inexperienced
anglers, however, will often pull a rod to the side
rather than straight up. Besides being bad for the
angler’s back, this method poses safety issues
because as the flexed rod is pulled to the side it’s
going to be right in front of anyone standing on that
side of the angler (particularly someone preparing
to help land the fish) and if the line suddenly parts
or the hook pulls the rod will snap back and very
likely whack someone in the face.
It’s an endless list of bumbles a fisherman might
witness when they take beginning angers out with
them. But remembering that “we all had to start
somewhere”, a little preparation and a lot of patience
will help to make every outing an enjoyable and
successful experience for all.

Bowley’s Bait & Tackle
Live Bait • Licenses

2917 Eastern Blvd. • Baltimore, MD 21220

410-687-2107

Now a Booking Agent for Local
Charter Boat Fleet.
Call for More Information.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
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Robert Ingledue of Rock Hall, MD. with a 50 pound plus snapping
turtle.
The common snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina) is a large
freshwater turtle of the family Chelydridae. Its natural range
extends from southeastern Canada, southwest to the edge of the
Rocky Mountains, as far east as Nova Scotia and Florida. The
three species of Chelydra and the larger alligator snapping turtles
(genus Macrochelys) are the only extant chelydrids, a family now
restricted to the Americas. The common snapping turtle, as its
name implies, is the most widespread.
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Lena Lee with her nice Largemouth Bass caught last month.
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“The Last Word”
30 Years a Hunter

By Steve Huettner
When this issue arrives at your
local archery shop, gun store or taxidermist; according to my Maryland
driver’s license I will be officially a
half century old, or in layman terms,
fifty. I’m not quite sure how fifty all
of sudden appeared, but a number
like to gives you pause to think about
past hunts and one’s that you hope
to knock off the bucket list. Fifty is
the realization that you have more
hunts in your review mirror than the
windshield.
I began my hunting addiction at
the age of 20. Having grown up 30
miles outside New York City, in a
non-hunting family, opportunities to
hunt and go afield were non-existent.
As a youth, fishing was easily accessible and was my passion and focus.
Despite wetting a line from one end
of Long Island to the other, I had a
burning desire to hunt.
I would visit the library and take
out every book about hunting and later
I would spend part of my pay from
working at my grandfather’s salvage
yard on the Outdoor Life Book Club.
I even convinced my mother to let me
sign up for hunter safety class despite
not owing a gun, having nowhere to
hunt, or knowing anyone who hunted.
It was upon my arrival in
Chestertown for college that I had an
opportunity to try hunting. I purchased
a nonresident hunting license (a lot of
money for a college student), found

some public land nearby (Tuckahoe
State Park) and began to stumble
around the woods hunting whatever
was in season (rabbits, squirrels, deer).
For the most part, the animals were
safe, but on the rare occasion I was
successful it was a rush like nothing
else.
After seeing my return to the dorm
empty handed more often than not,
two roommates (one who owned a
farm twenty minutes away) took pity
on me and invited me to hunt with
them. It was there that I went from
completely clueless to just clueless,
but I kept coming back and wanting
to do more.
I still vividly remember the first
deer I killed after several fruitless seasons. A small 6 point buck, taken with
a Mossberg 500, 28 inch smoothbore
barrel. Not quite sure how the slug
found its mark, but even a blind squirrel finds a nut every once in a while.
Walking up on the deer and holding
his antlers is something burned in
my psyche.
Since then I have only wanted to
hunt new places, meet new people, try
different thing and hunt new animals.
I have been fortunate to hunt the west
for antelope, mule deer, and elk. I’ve
gone across the pond to Africa and
chased antelope I had only seen on
Wild Kingdom, hunted Cape buffalo
in grass 10 feet high, and stalked an
elephant for 4 hours before closing the
deal at 18 yards. Canada for ducks and
geese is something every bird hunter
should experience at least once.
Hunting has become part of me,

hard wired into my DNA. I feel bad
for people that have never experienced being up at zero dark thirty
and waiting with anticipation as the
first few rays of the sun rise on what
may come your way. The humility
of being outsmarted, the exhilaration of success, and the comradery
of likeminded individuals.
Hunting has given me so much that
I try my best to give back as much as
I can. Ducks Unlimited for 20 years
has allowed me to raise money, meet
people and have some laughs while
keeping wetlands from disappearing.
I’ve been fortunate enough to have
been involved with statewide sportsmen’s groups and work on legislation
in Annapolis to ensure hunting continues in Maryland. Writing for both

the Journal and other publications
has allowed me to share my passion
with others. Mentoring new hunters
has given me the most enjoyment.
Volunteering at a youth event, answering questions from a new hunter, or
participating in the mentor hunt program has given me insurmountable
pleasure. Seeing the excitement of
new hunter is something I hope we
all get to experience multiple times.
I still have that feeling of joy every
time I go afield no matter what it is.
From squirrel to elephant I still have
the same enjoyment I had the first time
stepping in the woods on my own at
Tuckahoe State Park.
Looking forward to what shows
up in the front windshield of my
hunting life.

Gannon Vernon 1st long beard. 22lbs 9oz. ,10 and 5/8 beard and 1
inch spurs . Step dad Chris Davidson called the bird in and took
the picture.

Now Booking for
Chesapeake Bay
Fishing! 410-708-1616

410-708-1616
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Grilled Mahi Mahi
Ingredients
3/4 cup reduced-sodium teriyaki sauce
2 tablespoons sherry
or pineapple juice
2 garlic cloves
8 mahi mahi fillets (6
ounces each)
TROPICAL FRUIT
SALSA:
1 medium mango,
peeled and diced
1 cup chopped seeded peeled papaya
3/4 cup chopped green pepper
1/2 cup cubed fresh pineapple
1/2 medium red onion, chopped
1/4 cup minced fresh cilantro
1/4 cup minced fresh mint
1 tablespoon chopped seeded jalapeno pepper
1 tablespoon lime juice
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
In a large resealable plastic bag, combine the teriyaki sauce, sherry or pineapple juice and garlic; add
mahi mahi. Seal bag and turn to coat; refrigerate for
30 minutes.
Meanwhile, in a large bowl, combine the salsa ingredients. Cover and refrigerate until serving.
Drain and discard marinade. Using long-handled
tongs, moisten a paper towel with cooking oil and
lightly coat the grill rack. Grill mahi mahi, covered,
over medium heat or broil 4 in. from the heat for 4-5
minutes on each side or until fish flakes easily with a
fork. Serve with salsa.

Send your
photo’s to
driftrock@
verizon.net
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Book of the Month
Casting into the Light:
Tales of a Fishing Life
Tales of a champion surfcaster: the
education of a young woman hell-bent
on following her dream and learning
the mysterious and profound sport,
and art, of surfcasting, on the island
of Martha’s Vineyard.
Janet Messineo knew from the
get-go that she wanted to become a
great fisherman. She knew she was
as capable as any man of catching and
landing a huge fish. It took years—
and many terrifying nights along on
the beach in complete darkness, in
search of a huge creature to pull out
of the sea—for her to prove to herself
and to the male-dominated fishing
community that she could make her
dream real.
Messineo writes of the object of her
obsession: striped bass and how it can
take a lifetime to become a proficient
striped bass fisherman; of stripers as
nocturnal feeders, hard-fighting, clever
fish that under the cover of darkness
trap bait against jetties or between fields of large boulders near shorelines, or,
once hooked, rub their mouths against the rocks to cut the line.
She writes of growing up in Lawrence, Massachusetts, and Salem, New
Hampshire, the granddaughter of textile mill workers, tagging along with her
father and brother as they cast off of jetties; of going to art school, feeling from a
young age the need to escape, and finding herself, one summer, on the Vineyard.
She describes the series of jobs that supported her fishing—waitressing at
the Black Dog, Helios, and the Home Port, among other restaurants. She writes
of her education in patience and the technique to land a fish; learning the equipment—hooks, sinkers, her first squid jig; buying her first one-ounce Rebel lure.
She re-created the thrill of fishing at night, of being buffeted by the island’s
harsh winds and torrential rains; the terror of hooking something mysterious
in the darkness that might pull her into water over her head.
She gives us a rich portrait of island life and writes of its history and of
Chappaquiddick’s (it belonged to the Wampanoags, who originally called it
Cheppiaquidne—“separate island”); of the Martha’s Vineyard Derby: its beginning in 1946 as a way to bring tourism to the island during the offseason, and
the Derby’s growing into one of the largest tournaments in the world.
Messineo describes her dream of becoming a marine taxidermist, of learning the craft and perfecting the art of it. She writes of the men she’s fished with
and the women who forged the path for others (among them, Lorraine “Tootie” Johnson, who fished Vineyard waters for more than sixty years, and Lori
VanDerlaske, who won the Derby shore division in 1995). And she writes of
her life commingled with fishing—her marriage to a singer, poet, activist; their
adopting a son with Asperger’s; and her teaching him to fish. She writes of the
transformative power of fishing that helped her to shake off drugs and alcohol,
and of her profound respect for fish as a magnificent animal.
With eighteen of the author’s favorite fish recipes, Casting into the Light is
a book about following one’s dreams and about the quiet reckoning with self
in the long hours of darkness at the water’s edge, with the sounds of the ocean,
the night air, and the jet-black sky.

All About Bait and Tackle Shop

Live and Frozen Baits

Blood Worms / Night Crawlers / Meal Worms / Wax Worms / Grass Shrimp / / Razor Clams /
Bait Shrimp / Clam Snouts / Chicken Necks etc...All Fishing Tackle / Crabbing Suppies / Pots /
Lines and Much More! 7403 Baltimore Annapolis Boulevard Glen Burnie, MD

(410) 590-0000 munchkinland4@comcast.net
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Mail your classified to driftrock@verizon.net - Sell your boat, gun dog, truck, equipment or anything in the garage!

FOR SALE

Tenpoint Turbo XLT ll like new.No
scratches, no dents. 14 bolts, case and
extras.
$800. 240-793-7400
1982 29’ Robbins fiberglass hull, 5.7
Crusader engine, approximately 1500
hours, dual station garmin & furuno
electronics, 3 axle aluminum loadrite
trailer like new condition & other accessories. $35,000. 410-365-1109
Remington 700, LH, 270 caliber. Has a
kevlar stock. Call 410-215-4193 leave
message.
Remington 700 BDL .30-06 with
Redfield Widefield 2x-7x scope. Good
condition. $550. 240-472-1738
Franchise semiautomatic 1-12 diamond
28” 2 &3/4 or 3” lead of steel mint condition 5 tubes Sam 410-287-5925.
2005 Dodge 1500 4WD Hemi 5.7 runs great
178,000 miles $8900 OBO 410-310-9191
18’ Corecraft Canoe with electric motor $375
410-310-9191
ARE camper cap for 8’ bed screens, sliding
windows, and sky light $795
410-310-9191
Benelli Black Eagle 2 barrels 12 ga
$900 -Rem 1100 12 ga 3” $625
Rem SP 10 ga $1100
Browning Citori 20 ga $900
Franchi 612 NIB 12 ga 3” $900
Rem 870 NIB 3.5” 12 ga $525
call Buddy at 240 338 1605
18 ft Alumacraft almost new 50 horsepower Suzuki four stroke motor, very
low hours storage compartments,
fishing rod holder or gun holder/ seat
compartments, Live Well, side mount

console, ready for hunting or fishing ,
boat- motor and trailer $12,500 call 410
714-2200
Minn Kota heavy duty bow mount trolling motor with foot control used very
little $400 or best offer call 410-7142200
New Suzuki 50 horsepower 4 stroke
outboard motor electric start , electric
tiller, fuel tank, very very low hours has
three plus year warranty $4,500 call
410-714-2200
Horse quality alfalfa , orchard grass,
and mix. Eastern shore 410-708 4005
Timbertall Tree Stand - like new $150.00
Craftsman Rollaround Tool Box with
some tools - $1,500.00
Contact Jerry @ 443-756-0937

Wanted Prime Sika Deer hunting lease
in Dorchester County. Father/son 856
981 6415
Local man looking for farms and acreage to lease for upcoming hunting
season for waterfowl deer turkey 410714- 2200
5 - Waterfowl shoreline blind sites for
lease on Racoon Creek, 1+ mile of
shoreline. Zip code ,21613.
5 Waterfowl shoreline blind sites for
on the Honga River at Piney Point,
shoreline runs from Wingate cove to
Hearns cove, ZIp code 21675
Contact Owner Tom for above leases
410-253-9048

Looking to lease a deer hunting property
for 2019/20 season - 410-708-0695
WANT TO BUY LCC50 CRAB LICENSE
WITH NO VIOLATIONS
CALL 443-798-0151

MISC.
Looking to join duck hunting group or
obtain a lease for same. Please call
Richard. 410.375 8023
Wanted: membership in exclusive deer
hunting club with 3-4 members. Will pay
top dollar! 609-661-9873
Group of responsible hunters looking for
Farms to lease for the 2019-2020 season Deer and Waterfowl 443-845-9695
Prime Sika/turkey/waterfoul Dorchester
County properties for sale or possible
lease for 2018 -2019 seasons.
Wanted: Three father/son hunters seeking prime Sika deer hunting property,
Dorchester County, sale or lease 856
981 6415

Open · 5:00AM - 5:00PM
22

Group of 5 experienced, respectful hunters looking for goose hunting privileges
on a suitable property in Baltimore, Harford, Carroll, Cecil, Talbot, Queens Ann,
Kent or Dorchester counties. Please
call Steve
410 560-3252

www.fishingandhuntingjournal.com

107 Short Rd,
Stevensville,
MD

Phone:
(410)
984-3614

July 2019

Tom Morellie’s group with Captain LT out of Tilghman Island are on the Double Heads. Skate wings are what’s for dinner for his crew.

July 2019
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CHUMMER
THIS SUMMER!
CHUM by the Log, Bucket or Bushel

BE A

ALEWIVES by the Flat or Bushel
All Sizes of Circle Hooks!
CHUMMING
OUTFIT

Black Saltys,
Minnows,
Bloodworms,
Earthworms,
Shrimp & Chicken
Necks
CHUM by the Log, Bucket or Bushel
ALEWIVES by the Flat or Bushel
All sizes of CIRCLE HOOKS

USBWS662, 6’ 6” or 7’ UGLY STIK ROD
Ball Bearing SS Spinning Reel,
4 ball Bearings 17# or 20# Line... $69.95
Rod & Reel Chumming Combos as low as $39.95

LET’S GO

CRABBIN’!

Foxy-Mate Topless
Crab Traps
Model 120T $11.99

each

- $129.95 Doz.
Foxy-Mate Crab Traps
Model 66 $9.99 Each
$84.95 Doz.

50 Percent
Off !
Bear X
Crossbows
New in stock
Torrix FFL
Bruzer FFL

combound bows excluding Diamond,
Infinity, Infinite Edge,
Parker,
Sidekick and
Quest youth bows

Now Carrying
Kodabow
Crossbows

COTTON Crab Rings...
$2.99 Each • $29.95 Dozen
CRAB NETS, All Types & Sizes
Economy Model... Starting at $11.95
New Baskets $9.95
1000’ Snood Trotline $179.95
Snood 25 count - $19.95
1000 Foot Trotline... Nylon...$36.95
500 Foot Tarred Trotline... $21.95

CRAB BAIT IN STOCK!
20 Quart and
up to
50 Quart Crab Steamers

CHICKEN NECKS AND EELS

Pasadena 4-Door
Crab Traps
$7.99 Each
$84.95 Doz.

NOW
IN STOCK!

CLYDE’S SPORT SHOP
2307 Hammonds Ferry Road • Baltimore, MD 21227
410-242-6108 • www.clydessports.com

•GUNS • AMMO • CLOTHING • HUNTING LICENSES • BOOTS • KNIVES
1957-2019 “62 Years Serving Maryland’s Fishermen & Hunters”

24 HOUR FISHING HOTLINE 410-247-FISH
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